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The generalization of AdS/CFT correspondence to more realistic gauge theories like
QCD, provides new insights to understanding the dynamical non-perturbative effects
in QCD, such as confinement, chiral symmetry breaking, color superconductivity and
so on.

Dual gauge theories arising from brane constructions in ten-dimensional critical 
string theory are supersymmetric. In order to break supersymmetry, one may
compactify the supersymmetric guage theory on a circle of radius R and impose
anti-periodic boundary conditions for fermions around the circle. The resulting ef-
fective theory at low energy compared to the Kaluza-Klein mass scale, M_KK ∼ 1
R, is pure QCD without fundamental matter.

The main obstacle of this approach, however, is that resulting holographic QCD contains 
undesired Kaluza-Klein modes with the mass as the same order of hadrons and glueballs. 
One way to overcome this problem is to consider brane backgrounds in noncritical string
theory . Since in this case holographic backgrounds live in lower dimensions, the problem 
of extra KK modes is more tractable .



Noncritical Model

The model is based on D4/D4-D4 brane system, where Nc D4-branes compactified on S1 
with radius R and Nf D4-D4 flavor branes are transverse to the S1.

At zero temperature the 6-dimensional back-ground metric is given by
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At nonzero temperature there are two solutions with the same boundary condition

The one which dominates at low temperature is given by (2.1) where the periodicity of 
euclidian time is arbitrary,  and periodicity of x4 is given by 

The flavor branes form a U embedding configuration, so this  background corresponds
to the confined phase with broken chiral symmetry.



the background for Tc < T is represented by

By increasing temperature a confinement/deconfinement phase transition occurs at 

This background allows two embeddings for D4-D4 flavor branes: U embedding which 
is preferred configuration for Tc < T < TSB and parallel embedding which dominates for 
T > TSB, where TSB = 0.169L . Thus chiral symmetryrestores at temperatures above 
TSB.
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It is  interesting to investigate the behavior of QCD matter in presence of
other fundamental interactions. Indeed the physics of some astrophysical phenomena
like quark stars is related to the behavior of thermal QCD in external electromagnetic field. 
Since QCD is strongly coupled at these circumstance,  it is natural  to use AdS/CFT and
extracting the properties of QCD at these high densities and  temperatures.

Adding U(1) gauge field

time dependence part of gauge field describes a static electric field on the boundary and u 
dependence part encodes the response current.

We analyze various phases of noncritical holographic QCD in external electric field



Deconfined Phase

The  induced metric on flavor branes is given by

DBI action in presence of background gauge field  takes the following form

By making use of the first integrals of motion one can find the asymptotic forms of gauge field 
and x′ 4 at  large u



First consider the U embedding. In the case of vanishing response current, j = 0,
the solution takes the following form

Since by turning on the current, action increased, the fevered configuration is a U 
embedding with vanishing current, j = 0 . In dual QCD this means that the
deconfined chiral-symmetry breaking phase is an insulator.



A natural question is that what happens for e > e0?. Figure 1 depicts L as a
function of c for different values of electric field. As it is evident from this figure, L
is a decreasing function of e, so there is a maximal value of e at fixed values of L and
T, such that above which there are no U embedding solution. Thus we expect that
the favorite solution in this regime becomes parallel embedding and there should be
a phase transition from chiral-broken phase to chiral symmetric phase by increasing
electric field.



According to this phase diagram, we observe that the critical temperature decreases
with increasing external electric field, as we expected from the polarization effect of
electric field. 

general structure of phase diagram closely resemble
phase diagram of Sakai-Sugimoto model
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From this expression, it is clear that action becomes complex 
somewhere unless a nonzero current being turned on.

In the parallel embedding the DBI action becomes



There is no algebraic solution for above equation, however, we can study the weak filed
and strong field behavior of conductivity



finite density

we generalize our analysis in the parallel embedding for finite
baryon density by turning on a nontrivial zero-component of the gauge field 



Again we observe that charge density dependence of conductivity in 
noncritical model and D3-D7 system is the same.



Kubo formula

The response of a thermodynamic system to an applied external field is described
by transport coefficients of the system. For small deviation from equilibrium, Kubo
formula relates transport coefficients to the equilibrium retarded green’s functions
of the system. In particular real-time correlator of two electromagnetism current
determines electric conductivity of the medium via

where G is retarded green’s function of two transverse electromagnetic current.

By expanding the DBI action up to second order in the  field strength around the background , 
we arrive at



equation of motion for transverse components

From this equation the near horizon behavior of E can be read as

± represent ingoing and outgoing wave into horizon, respectively. By imposing ingoing 
boundary condition at the horizon, the behavior of solution near y = 0 becomes



By applying AdS/CFT prescription for calculating real-time correlator, we have

at low frequency, w −→ 0, the result is



Computation of transport coefficients by using lattice QCD requires an analytic 
continuation to real-time space, which leads to systematic errors in results.

Maximum Entropy Method

Comparison with Lattice data 
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If we can trust this result, it shows that, with good accuracy, conductivity is linear in 
temperature, in accordance with the predictions of noncritical models and D3-D7 
system (soft wall model also predicts a linear dependence  ∝ T ).

electromagnetic vertex factor is given by

is fine structure constant and ef is electric charge of a quark with flavor f (CEM ≈ 1
20 for two flavors ).
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